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1. Why involve disabled people?
About this guide
As a civil servant, your work affects people’s everyday lives. There
are over 10 million disabled people in the UK and this includes
your customers.
This guide explains how you can involve disabled people in your work.
Involvement will lead to better outcomes and will help you to meet
your department’s strategic objectives.

Your legal duty
As well as the compelling business reasons for considering disability
in your work, there are also legal considerations.
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Disability Equality Duty
The Disability Equality Duty says that public bodies must proactively
ensure that disabled people are treated fairly by looking at the way
policies and services are designed and delivered.
The Duty requires public bodies to involve disabled people in developing
a Disability Equality Scheme. These bodies are required to report on
progress against their scheme every year. Across government, selected
Secretaries of State are also required to report on their department’s
progress towards disability equality every three years.

Equality Act
The new Equality Act has brought existing equality legislation together
to simplify the law and make it easier to understand. The Single Equality
Duty, which will replace the Disability Equality Duty, is likely to be
implemented from April 2011.
Find out more about the law at www.odi.gov.uk/law
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2. Principles of involvement
Involvement from the start, not just
consultation
Involvement means active engagement from the start of the planning
process, not just asking people to comment on work that is already
planned or has started.
This means:

•

 ngaging with disabled people to identify problems, gaps and
e
solutions with existing policies and services

•

c ontinuing with that engagement throughout the development of
new policies and services

•

involving disabled people in evaluating policies and services.

Co-production
The most effective way to involve disabled people is through
co-production. This means working with disabled people as partners
at a strategic level.
There are many benefits to co-production:

•

t he policy or service you are developing will benefit from first-hand
experience of disabled people

•

 greeing to work in partnership demonstrates that you value
a
your customers’ views and helps to build understanding of your
organisation’s role

•

you can work together to identify solutions to difficult problems.

Co-production could mean working closely with a particular organisation
or inviting a range of disabled people to advise your project.
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Who to involve
The nature of the project will help you to decide who you need
to involve:
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•

t hink about how your policy or service affects disabled people. Can
you involve current and future customers in improving your work?

•

 re there people who want to use your service but can’t because
a
there are barriers?

•

 ould you benefit from working with a disabled people’s organisation?
w
There are lots of organisations locally and nationally – make sure you
choose one that is user-led.

•

could you involve individual disabled people in your work?
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Transparency
You must be clear about what you are doing and don’t promise what
you can’t deliver. Accept that people will want to talk about things that
are outside your remit but be clear about what you cannot change.

Give feedback
People will need to know how their involvement has added value to the
process. They will want to know how their suggestions have been used,
and if not, why not.
It is important to avoid ‘tokenism’, the feeling that disabled people are
being used to ‘tick a box’ without being taken seriously. This perception
will be easier to avoid if you have a proper ongoing involvement with
people or organisations.

Resources: take involvement seriously
Payment and incentives
Disabled people can make a vital contribution to your project. It is unfair
to assume that they will give their time, energy and expertise for free.
You should consider how you recognise their input. This could include
payment or other incentives. The level of payment will depend on
factors such as the scale of the work involved and how much time
disabled people are committing to the project.
In some cases, such as a one-off event, it may be acceptable to cover
the cost of travel and accommodation. In other cases, such as public
consultations, payment is not allowed at all.
If an individual is claiming benefits, it’s important to make sure you
don’t break any conditions. If necessary, seek advice from the relevant
government department.
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Accessibility
When you are involving disabled people, you need to consider how you
can make the experience as accessible as possible.
This could mean holding an event in partnership with a disabled
people’s organisation, changing the way you run a meeting or producing
materials in alternative formats.
If you’re working with a group of disabled people, don’t try to second
guess their accessibility needs – ask them! This will help you to meet
their requirements and build trust in the relationship. If you get
something wrong, apologise and demonstrate how you will address
the situation.
See section 6 for a short introduction to access issues.
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3. Ways to involve disabled
people
Involving disabled people in your work doesn’t have to be difficult.
If you’re prepared to be flexible and creative, you’ll find the best solution
for your project.

Planning your strategy
A good way to make sure you get involvement right is to work with
disabled people to plan your involvement strategy.
Disabled people will know how to engage with other disabled people,
particularly at a local level. An organisation may be able to use its own
networks to reach people that you might have missed otherwise. They
will be able to manage relationships and expectations.

Commission a disabled people’s organisation
To achieve the greatest level of involvement, you could commission a
disabled people’s organisation to work with you. Working with the same
group of disabled people will help to develop familiarity with the subject.
There are many local and national disabled people’s organisations.
They have different areas of knowledge and expertise, and some
are impairment-specific. The Office for Disability Issues has a list of
organisations, many of which are run by disabled people.
www.odi.gov.uk/organisations
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Groups, panels and advisory boards
These are groups set up to offer advice, guidance and direction to
policies or projects. Depending on the issue, the group could include
disabled and non-disabled people.

Steering groups
These are groups that have a management role in the development
and implementation of policies and services.
They are similar to executive boards of management and have a part in
the overall control and guidance of a project. They will have authority
and accountability, and a direct effect on the way projects are run and
the effectiveness of policies and services.
Appointments to this kind of group should be considered similar to
appointing a management position or consultancy.

Expert panels and advisory boards
These are groups that provide expert advice on the development and
implementation of policies and services.
These groups may not have direct input into how policies and services
operate. The effectiveness of the group will rely on how seriously the
advice is taken and how it is integrated into your project.
The members of your expert panel or advisory board should be
interested in the issue and be able to give good advice. To recruit
members you could:

•
•
•

place adverts in the local press or online
distribute flyers and posters in key places
approach disabled people’s organisations for candidates

 ou should consider the diversity of your group to ensure you cover
Y
a range of impairments.
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Focus groups
Focus groups are a good opportunity to hear about disabled people’s
views and experiences.
You will need to consider how you will use their input. You will also need
to think about how you keep people informed of how their views have
been used.
This kind of group should be open to everyone. There are many ways
you could attract interest:

•
•
•
•
•

place adverts in the local press or online
distribute flyers and posters in key places
advertise and run public ‘drop-in sessions’ or ‘coffee mornings’
use publications and networks run by disabled people
hold sessions in partnership with disabled people’s organisations.

Wider involvement
Consultations
In certain circumstances, government departments have legal duties to
hold public consultations. It is vital that everyone is able to respond.
Consultations must be accessible to disabled people. Information
should be written in accessible language, which will benefit everyone
responding to your consultation. You will also need to consider
alternative formats and accessible events.
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Meetings and events
Thinking about accessibility from the beginning will help you to involve
everyone in your event.
ODI’s accessible events guide includes information about making your
event inclusive, as well as the physical environment more inclusive, as
well as tips for developing the programme and chairing the event.
Find out more at www.odi.gov.uk/events

Written material
Public document
This is a document which tells people about your proposals on a
particular issue and invites people to respond. There may be a form to
complete and send back, or it may invite more open-ended responses.
This approach is sometimes criticised since some disabled people feel
that public bodies have already decided what they are going to do
before consultation.
To avoid this, you should make sure that disabled people have been
involved in other ways before you invite public comment.

Questionnaire
Questionnaires can be useful to get a quick set of answers.
Be aware that paper-based questionnaires are not accessible to
everyone, so you should consider alternatives. For example, someone
may prefer to go through the questionnaire by phone or with
a support worker.
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Internet
The internet can be an effective way of reaching disabled people,
particularly those who don’t usually take part in consultations. However,
you need to make sure all online material is accessible.
Find out more at www.odi.gov.uk/communications

Web forums and message boards
Setting up a space where people can share and discuss issues can be a
good way of getting a feel for what people are interested in.
Be sure to make it clear that the forum is public and that all views will
be considered. You may also want to consider moderating your forum
to monitor it for any offensive views or abusive language.

Feedback
The internet is a good way to update people on how their views have
been used. But make sure that you consider the whole range of ways to
do this accessibly.
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4. General issues
Diversity
You will need to make sure that your involvement processes do not
exclude anyone because of their impairment. You need to consider:

•
•
•

mental health service users

•
•
•

people with physical impairments

people with learning difficulties
 eople with sensory impairments (visual, hearing and speech
p
impairments)
neurodiversity (for example people with autism, dyslexia or dyspraxia)
the deaf community.

Disabled people’s organisations will be able to put you in touch with
people who might like to get involved. They may be able to give you
advice on accessibility considerations for a particular impairment type.
Disabled people are as diverse as the rest of the population, so you will
also need to think about:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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ethnic minority communities
older people
children and young people
lesbian, gay, transsexual and transgendered people
those who live in remote and rural areas
people who do not consider themselves disabled.
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Be flexible
People are more likely to become involved if you can demonstrate that
you can be flexible. This can include visiting people and organisations
rather than expecting them to come to you.
This is particularly important in rural and remote areas. It can be as
simple as leaving your office and going down the street.

Keep people informed
Once you’ve established a group, it’s important to keep people informed
on progress.
People will not engage with you if you can’t show how their input is
making a difference. You should be able to show them how your policy
or service will change as a result of their involvement.

Consider timings
Disabled people may have particular travel arrangements so make sure
meetings run on schedule and are at times when public transport is
easily available.
Think about:

•
•
•
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religious festivals and holidays
other holidays and events
school and university exam and holiday times.
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5. Case studies
Consultation on the Right to Control
The Right to Control puts disabled people firmly in control of their own
lives. From December 2010 disabled people in pilot sites will be able to
choose how to use state funding to get the support they need.

How were disabled people involved?
ODI held a national consultation to ensure that the views of disabled
people, service providers, commissioners and all interested parties were
taken into account.
To ensure that the consultation was as accessible as possible, ODI
worked with a local disabled people’s organisation.

What was their role?
ODI worked with the disabled people’s organisation to make sure the
consultation questions were accessible.
ODI organised an event where the disabled people’s organisation led
discussions with groups of disabled people. They considered the format
of the consultation questions and looked at ways in which ODI could
encourage people to respond.

How did it help?
Working with a disabled people’s organisation helped ODI to address
and present issues in an accessible way. This encouraged disabled
people to take part in the consultation, including people who had not
participated in a consultation before.
As a result, the policy is soundly based on disabled people’s needs and
has drawn strong support from a range of stakeholders.
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What lessons were learned?
You should not feel you have to know everything about accessibility.
Disabled people are the experts in their own lives. Involving a
disabled people’s organisation means that you gain access to a
broad range of expertise across different impairment groups.
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The Independent Living Strategy
The Independent Living Strategy is a cross-government five-year
strategy to bring about independent living for disabled people. The
strategy aims to be fully co-produced between disabled people
and government, grounded in and informed by the experiences of
disabled people.

How were disabled people involved?
An expert panel of disabled people was recruited at the beginning of
this project. The panel was led by a non-executive director and disabled
people with extensive experience and a proven understanding of the
issues involved were selected.
Conference and meetings were held nationally in order to further our
insight into the perception and understanding of ‘Independent Living’.
The review took a ‘case study’ approach to developing policy, to
ensure that the strategy is grounded in the experiences of disabled
people. Further consultations were also run once the strategy had
been completed on how best to involve disabled people in the
implementation and monitoring of the strategy.
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What was their role?
The expert panel gave advice to the review from the start. They helped
the review team to analyse existing policies, to identify barriers and
solutions to independent living, and to develop policy proposals.
Everyone who attended events and workshops was kept informed of
progress and invited to future events. This approach continued into
the next consultation in order to maintain the meaningful involvement
of disabled people throughout the implementation and monitoring of
the strategy.

How did it help?
The Strategy was developed from the bottom up, representing and
reflecting what disabled people have said. The result is a policy which
disabled people want. Being able to demonstrate this makes a much
stronger case to the rest of government and makes the next steps
much easier.
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What lessons were learned?
It is important to remember that this level of co-production can be
time-consuming and expensive. This should not be a reason to avoid it
but there are ways in which the impact to your project can be reduced.
You can involve disabled people’s organisations in the running of your
consultation. You can even ask them to run consultations on your
behalf. Doing this can reduce your costs and can be more acceptable
to disabled people.
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Crown Prosecution Service: cases involving
victims or witnesses with a mental health issue
or a learning disability
The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) planned to produce a public policy
statement. This statement would explain how it deals with cases involving
victims or witnesses who have a mental health issue or learning disability
and ensure that they had the same access to justice as other victims or
witnesses.

How were disabled people involved?
After initial meetings with disabled people’s organisations, the CPS selected
two to work with. One organisation represented people with learning
disabilities and the other represented mental health service users.

What was their role?
The organisations helped to produce the consultation material in accessible
formats and facilitated two focus groups where disabled people could give
their views.

How did it help?
The involvement of disabled people significantly improved the final policy.
Major changes included:
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•

 roducing different policies for the two groups, reflecting the different
p
issues affecting them.

•
•

a clearer policy on the confidential use of medical records.

•

 mphasising the support available to enable people to give their
e
best evidence.

•

improving the accessibility and language of the published
policy statements.

c larification that courts cannot assume a witness or victim is not reliable
simply because they have learning disabilities or mental health issues.
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What lessons were learned?
Involving people at an early stage improves policy making by
ensuring that your approach has ‘buy-in’ from those it affects.
It also helps policy makers to engage with the involvement
process personally.
Policy makers can learn valuable skills from the process, such as
writing technical documents in accessible language, and build
the capability of their organisations. Feedback from this project
demonstrated people felt that all public documents should be
written this way.
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6. Accessibility: a short
introduction
When you involve disabled people you need to make sure you do not
exclude anyone.

Ask people what they need
If you’re working with a group of disabled people, don’t try to second
guess their accessibility needs – ask them! This will help you to meet
their requirements and build trust in the relationship.

Plan ahead
Make sure you consider accessibility from the very start of your event.
Don’t make accessibility an afterthought.

Tips for running accessible meetings
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1.

Find out if delegates have particular access requirement before
the event.

2.

Check the venue is accessible. Ideally there will be step-free access
throughout and the meeting will be on the ground floor.

3.

Make sure the venue can be easily reached using public transport.

4.

Make sure there is appropriate parking available and that spaces
can be pre-booked. Check that it is easy for people to be dropped
off at the entrance.

5.

Timing is important. Start meetings as late as possible and finish as
early as possible. Schedule plenty of breaks, with sessions lasting
no longer than an hour. Make sure you finish on time since many
people will have made specific travel arrangements.
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6.

When delivering presentations, always read out slides in full
and describe all diagrams or pictures. Treat slides as a way
to support what is being said, not as the principle method for
supplying information.

7.

Use a public address system. Make sure all the presenters have
microphones and that there are microphones available for
questions from the floor.

8.

Sign-language interpreters need to be booked well in advance.

9.

Make sure the venue is well-lit and there is no background noise.
Arrange quiet areas and plenty of seating.

10. Make sure accessible toilets are available as close as possible
to the meeting.
11. Make sure staff at the venue know how seriously you take
accessibility and that it’s not an optional extra. Ideally, they should
have had experience of running events with disabled people.

Smaller meetings
12. Ask everyone to introduce themselves at the start of a meeting
and identify themselves whenever they start speaking.
13. Make sure that people speak one at a time.
14. Give everyone a chance to speak and the time to make
their point.
15. Send papers at least two weeks before a meeting, including
any alternative formats. Try to avoid changing the agenda and
introducing new papers at short notice.
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Printed material
16. W
 rite in clear English. Keep your language as simple as possible
and avoid initials and acronyms.
17. Use 14 point Arial font as standard in any printed material.
18. P
 roducing alternative formats will help you to include more people.
The most common formats to consider are:

•
•
•
•
•

large print (18 point minimum)
Easy Read (easy words and pictures)
Braille
audio (CD or computer file)
 ifferent colour contrasts (e.g. dark blue text on pale
d
yellow paper).

Find out what individuals require and prepare appropriate alternative
formats for them in advance. You don’t need to produce all formats
for every document – make sure you promote their availability and
monitor demand.
For more tips and information and about alternative formats, visit
www.odi.gov.uk/communications
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7. Further information
Inclusive policymaking and communications
The Office for Disability Issues leads on the government’s vision of
achieving equality for disabled people. One of the ways we do this is by
working with civil servants to make sure the needs of disabled people
are reflected in their work. We provide strategic advice, share tools and
help you develop new skills.
We have produced two guides for government policymakers and
communicators. These guides are available online or you can request
hard copies by using the contact details on the back of this booklet.

•
•

‘Making inclusive policy’ – www.odi.gov.uk/policy
‘Delivering inclusive communications’ –
www.odi.gov.uk/communications

The law
Find out more about how the law relates to disabled people at
www.odi.gov.uk/law

Accessible events
Find out more about running accessible events at
www.odi.gov.uk/events

Feedback
We welcome feedback on this guide. If you found it useful, or feel that it
could be improved, or if you have a case study that we could use, please
contact us at office-for-disability-issues@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
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